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Making a difference with PLANET AEF
The PLANET AEF board sets an aggressive goal this year
to double the scholarship fund to $5 million within the next
five years.

When the music stopped
After spending 25 years in the corporate world, Nature’s
Select Premium Turf’s owner Bill Hildebolt, Ph.D., Landscape
Industry Certified Manager & Technician, traded in his suit
and tie to become an entrepreneur.
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Sustainability begins at home
Two PLANET members demonstrate their commitment
to sustainable practices by installing edible landscapes on
their properties.

Making money the old-fashioned way
(in the new normal)
Making money, today, says Kevin Kehoe, means addressing
customer cost realities as well as your own.
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Top students compete, network for careers
PLANET’s 35th annual Student Career Days at Joliet
Junior College in Illinois attracted students from nearly
60 colleges and universities.
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LANET’s Student Career Days, held
this year at Joliet Junior College in
Joliet, Illinois, reached an important
milestone. It was the 35th year for an
annual event that brings together many of
the best and brightest horticulture students
in the country. For three days, these future
industry leaders had an opportunity to
network and talk with professionals about
careers within our great industry, and test
their skills against other students.
It also marked the 13th anniversary
of the PLANET Academic Excellence
Foundation (PLANET AEF). At this
year’s event, the Foundation awarded 70
scholarships totaling $76,000 to students. It
also gave out awards to three Student Career
Days Superstars (the top three individuals
in the competition) and to the PLANET
AEF Outstanding Educator of the Year,
and it sponsors an FFA scholarship.
Since it was formed in 1998, the
PLANET AEF has awarded scholarships
to students enrolled in landscaping
and horticulture programs at colleges
across the country. These students must
be enrolled in an approved landscape
contracting curriculum and be a PLANET
student chapter member or a participant in
a Student Career Days event.
I’m proud to say that at the end of January
of this year, the PLANET AEF scholarship
fund held a balance of nearly $2.5 million.
Growing from a concept to this figure
in 13 years is quite an achievement and
something of which the Foundation’s early
champions, Chris, Ron, and Sally Kujawa;
Mike Glowacki; Debra Holder; and Dick
Ott, can be very proud.
Knowing how important the PLANET
AEF mission is — to promote and advance
the green industry by funding educational
excellence — the PLANET AEF board
set an aggressive goal this year to double
the scholarship fund to $5 million within
the next five years, ending in 2016. Board
members felt the need to assist promising

students in our industry was far too great
to rest on past achievements.
The board committed to reaching its
$5 million by five years (5 x 5) goal by
developing strategies that would accelerate
fund-raising activities. When asked about
the goal, the PLANET AEF Immediate
Past President David Frank noted that it
is a significant undertaking and one that is
well worth the effort. “Since its inception,
the number of scholarships PLANET AEF
has awarded is approaching the 600 figure,
enabling career-minded students from across
the country to pursue a future in the green
industry,” he relates. “The PLANET AEF
board’s new goal is to shift the Foundation
into a higher gear yet, one that essentially
doubles the number of scholarships it will
be able to award in a year.”
David has spent close to a decade on the
PLANET AEF board and says he remains
passionate and committed to the cause
because of its importance to the industry.
He went on to explain that the 5 x 5 goal is
also an indication of just how committed
and passionate the PLANET AEF board
is to continuing to develop strong ties with
academia. As David later related, one had
to sit in that six-hour board meeting at
Student Career Days to truly understand
how dedicated members are to reaching
the goal. In his words, “There was a real
roll-your-sleeves-up attitude about finding
ways to increase funding and create more
career opportunities for students.”
One last thought to bring the discussion
full circle, the PLANET AEF is a 501(c)3
organization, and gifts are tax deductible
to the extent of the law. Here is your
opportunity to jump on board the 5 x
5 train and help secure our industry’s
future. Yes, PLANET AEF is making a
difference. Gifts can be made by going
online to LandcareNetwork.org. Click on
the PLANET AEF button on the right
hand side of the screen, and then click on
the Contribution tab.
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When the
music stopped
I

Company Profile:
Nature’s Select Premium
Turf Services, Inc.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
CEO: Bill Hildebolt, Ph.D,
Landscape Industry Certified
Manager & Technician
President: Gene Queen
Vice President
Administration:
Kelly Hayes
Founded: 1994
Employees: 20
Service Offering:
Residential/commercial
lawn care

n his recently published book The
Professional Entrepreneur: When Cowboys
Grow Up, author and entrepreneur Bill
Hildebolt, Ph.D, Landscape Industry Certified
Manager & Technician, writes about spending
nearly 25 years in the corporate world before
a buyout eliminated his position. The former
PLANET president and owner of Nature’s
Select Premium Turf in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, describes the moment like this: “When
the music stopped, my expensive executive
leather chair was gone, and I had nowhere to sit.
“I didn’t want to go back into the corporate
world. It was the early 1990s and the age of
mergers and acquisitions. Instead, I planned to
put some land I had purchased to good use and
develop and sell a biologically based lawn care
product.” Little did he know at the time that the
fun didn’t end just because the music stopped.

Selling a service
Since the concept for the new lawn care
product was untested, Hildebolt and a partner
decided to prove its worth in the field. They
purchased a small lawn care company and
incorporated their new biological offering
into the service mix, again, with the intent to
eventually become a supplier. The partnership
included Hildebolt, a friend from his previous
employer RJR Tobacco Co., and the landscaper
whose company they purchased.
It didn’t take long for Nature’s
Select owners to give up
the supplier idea. “After
two years,” Hildebolt
says, “we had spent
so much time and
energy developing
our own core
business that we
abandoned the
idea of selling

a product and concentrated instead on selling
our service.” The partnerships eventually faded
with time, as well, allowing Hildebolt to control
his own destiny.

Watershed moments
Over the last decade, Nature’s Select has
grown to include 20 full-time employees and
2,000 residential accounts. The company
recently made advances into the commercial
market by subcontracting its lawn care service
to area landscape contractors. “The work is
good,” says Hildebolt, “but it has its drawbacks.
Because a subcontractor doesn’t own the work,
it can go away quickly. Also, the two properties
— residential and commercial — are completely
different. I’ve found that lawn techs would
rather work on the larger, commercial accounts
where stops are infrequent and where they have
fewer customers to interact with in a day. The
challenge,” he adds, “is mixing the two types of
properties and keeping employees motivated to
work on the core, residential accounts.”
Ironically, one of the company’s first
watershed moments was getting work from
a large commercial account, Wake Forest
University. “The project allowed us to gear
up, buy some new equipment, and really turn
the corner,” Hildebolt relates. “Providing lawn
care for the campus gave us a solid foundation
and was the tipping point. I think most new
companies need a boost like that to build their
owners’ confidence and provide the necessary
resources to grow.”
Another turning point was dissolving
his partner relationships. “I would advise
against going into business with a partner,”
he emphasizes. “The arrangement is initially
attractive because participants can share
responsibilities and pool resources. Problems
can occur later on, however, as partners and
business opportunities evolve. Those that work

This company smart car, which sports a
“Bert the Fert” guy logo, is used by the
employee who goes out to run estimates.
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best seem to have people who play completely
different roles within a company.”
Another critical moment occurred when
Hildebolt attended his first Professional Lawn
Care Association of America (PLCAA – one
of PLANET’s legacy associations) conference
in Texas in the mid 1990s. As he relates, “I was
impressed with the agenda at the conference,
which was invaluable for someone like me who
lacked experience running a company.” For
Hildebolt, it was an “aha” moment. He became
more actively involved with his state association,
and later sat on the PLCAA board for two years
before becoming PLANET president after
PLCAA merged with the Associated Landscape
Contractors of America (ALCA – PLANET’s
other legacy association).
“I cannot stress enough how invaluable it is
to get involved with state and national groups,”
Hildebolt adds. He documents just a few of the
benefits he and his company have derived from
being a PLANET member.
“First of all, getting involved and actively
participating in conferences and meetings has
provided a unique opportunity to benchmark
with industry leaders, most of whom have
already traveled the path I’m on.

orders is key to getting a point across and an
agenda passed.
“Not to mention,” he adds, “the learning
experience of going to events like PLANET’s
Executive Forum recently held on Amelia
Island in Florida. The keynote speaker started
out by saying, ‘Don’t continue to punish your
customers,’” Hildebolt recounts. “It didn’t
make sense at first because most of us at
the conference were successful and worked
with very satisfied customers. But then, the
speaker expanded on the topic by pointing
out how unknowingly difficult we often make
it for customers to do business with us. Small
mistakes in billing, failure to totally complete
a task, and so forth are commonplace and add
up over time. ‘Develop systems,’ he said, ‘that
make it easy for doing business.’ In today’s
extremely competitive environment, his advice
and examples were very well taken.”

Starving artist, almost

Loyal and extremely competent team
members have given Hildebolt time to develop
hobbies like playing golf and making furniture
in his woodworking shop. “When I was laid
off by RJR, I toyed with the idea of pursuing
woodworking as a career,” he
says, quickly adding that he
probably would have joined
the ranks of other starving
artists by now if he acted
on that impulse. Instead,
he spends some of his spare
time replicating the original
furniture at his family’s Ohio
homestead.
“I’m part lumberjack
and part woodworker,”
Hildebolt laughs. “But it’s
fun, and I get real pleasure
Nature’s Select office staff (left to right): VP Administration
out of recreating a part
Kelly Hayes, Executive Administrative Assistant Bronwyn
of our family history.” He
Bowden, and Marketing Specialist Katrina Capistrano.
also plans to follow up
“An association, such as PLANET, is also a his first book (see sidebar) with a new one on
unique training ground for honing leadership innovation. The publication date hasn’t been
skills. Volunteering on committees, chairing announced yet. In the meantime, there’s plenty
them, and overall interfacing with some very of work to do in Winston-Salem and in Ohio.
successful entrepreneurs creates a situation The fun hasn’t stopped yet.
where working with people and not just giving

When
Cowboys
grow up
The subtitle of Bill Hildebolt’s book on
professionalism sheds light on the genesis of
both the subject and the author. “The seeds
of the topic were sown early in my life,” he
recalls. “As a youngster, I told my elementary
schoolteacher mother I wanted to be a
cowboy, but she had other plans. She told me
that being a cowboy wasn’t an option, and
having a professional career was.” So, that
became a goal; something he achieved while
working in the corporate arena for close to a
quarter of a century.
The theme carried over when Hildebolt
later became an entrepreneur and owner of
Nature’s Select. It was soon apparent to him
that the most successful business owners
in the industry were very professional in
their work ethic, personal character,
technical expertise, and social skills —
what he refers to in the book as the four
legs of a professional stool. He writes about
each of those legs through his workplace
experiences and relationship with other
industry professionals, and by interviewing
12 people who have achieved professional
entrepreneur (“propreneur”) status within the
green industry.
Do you have what it takes to be a
propreneur? Do you know what comes
first, being a professional or being an
entrepreneur? Find out by reading The
Professional Entrepreneur, available through
the PLANET Bookstore at LandcareNetwork.
org. All the proceeds from the sale of this
book go to the PLANET Academic Excellence
Foundation (PLANET AEF). Since its inception
in 1998, PLANET AEF has given away almost
$600,000 in scholarships to future industry
propreneurs.

Bill Hildebolt
signing one of
his books.
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35th Annual Student Career Days

Top students compete,
network for careers
F

or more than three decades now,
students and faculty members from
across the country have gathered to
participate in PLANET’s annual Student
Career Days (SCD). Held this year at Joliet
Junior College in Joliet, Illinois, the spring
event, which consists of workshops, a Career
Fair, and competitive events, attracted
nearly 60 colleges and universities and
an equal number of industry exhibitors
and supporters.
The industry representatives and students
shared a like goal — to find the right match for
a long career that would reward both parties.

“We’re looking for individuals who are
outgoing and have people skills,” relates Career
Fair exhibitor Jodi Douglass, with Wisconsinbased Lied’s. “We want graduates who are not
afraid to work and who are willing to learn all
aspects of our company.”
Another exhibitor, Yardmaster’s Kurt
Kluznik, Landscape Industry Certified
Manager, wanted to find graduates or interns
with “the right energy level,” who would start
out on a crew and work their way up.
“I look at their character and how they
communicate,” adds
Glenn
Jacobsen,
Landscape Industry Manager, president of
Jacobsen Landscape Design &
Construction in New Jersey,
referring to students who stopped
by his booth. “Do they have any
experience in the green industry,
and do they have a passion
for it?” These are important
characteristics, he emphasized.
Jacobsen also mentioned that
students seemed to be especially
receptive this year to different
opportunities, a likely result of
watching an industry struggle
through three years of economic
malaise and poor housing starts.
Each of the above Career
Fair exhibitors was optimistic
about the recovery, as evidenced
by their presence and need
for full-time employees and
interns. KEI’s Joe Kujawa,
Landscape Industry Certified
Manager, had his radar up to
fill several positions, including
four crew leaders, an assistant
account manager, and a Human
Resources assistant. “We’re
anticipating a great year,” says
Kujawa, “and are excited about

getting young people on board who want to
get to know our company, work in different
departments, and show initiative.”
“Having an interest in what we do is key,”
says Davey Tree’s George Gaumer, Landscape
Industry Certified Manager. “We’re a big
company and always looking for graduates who
want a career in either of our two divisions, tree
care or commercial landscape services.”

Student perspective
Students, of course, came with a slightly
different perspective: to learn more about the
green industry and its service providers and to
test the water for internships or careers.
Chris Postewait, a student at Kansas State,
is graduating this December. “I want to work
in landscape design for a company that has a
career path for me,” she remarks. “I will take
a lower position, and I don’t have a limit on
expectations.” This senior quickly adds, “And I
know how to work.”
So do BYU-Provo seniors Beth Hansen and
Trenton Spratling, both of whom will graduate
having passed PLANET’s Landscape Industry
Certified Manager’s exam. “I took the exam
because I wanted every opportunity to further
my education and get a step ahead of other
students,” says Hansen. Spratling adds, “I
wanted to understand what the industry wants
us to be familiar with.” Both were interviewing
with industry representatives and making the
most of networking opportunities.
Michigan State University senior Donald
McMillan already has a job lined up as a
management trainee with Florida’s Vila & Son
Landscaping, also a Career Fair exhibitor. “I
want to move up the ladder and eventually
get into the installation side of the business,”
he explains. “But I also like math, and that’s
one reason I’m competing in Construction
Cost Estimating this year.” He, too, is open to
different opportunities.

Students compete in 28 competitive events, including Small
Engine Repair, Paver-Hardscape Installation, Irrigation Assembly,
Tractor Loader Backhoe Operation, and Skid-Steer Operation.
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PLANET is cleaning house!
Check out our HUGE inventory of bookstore clearance items. Stock up
and SAVE as much as 70%. Once they’re gone, they’re gone, so HURRY!
a Try This! Scan this quick response code* with your mobile phone
for direct access to the online bookstore’s clearance section,
or visit http://bit.ly/PLANETClearanceSale
* To download a free quick response code reader
to your mobile phone try beetagg.com.
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University
of
Maryland
junior Jordon Harris, in his first
year attending Student Career
Days, was impressed with the
educational and networking
opportunities. For this competitor,
the tree climbing would be a
piece of cake, compared to his
other competitive event later in
the day, Interior Plant ID. “I’ve
been brushing up on plants for
the last two weeks,” says Harris,
shaking his head. His partner on
the ground, Brian Mitchell, was
looking forward to his two events,
Landscape Installation and Paver/
Hardscape Installation. The latter
event had a special twist this year,
the installation of a wall.
Sandra Angstadt, one of 13
students from Pennsylvania
College of Technology, breathed
a sigh of relief after finishing the
Top: Students crowd around Mariani
skid-steer event. “I’ve been in
Landscape’s Career Fair booth. Bottom:
competitive events before, but this
Kansas State professor Gregg Davis confers
is different,” she relates. “We’re
with K-State senior Chris Postewait.
competing with students from all
across the country. It’s very exciting, and a great
That’s an attitude that no doubt piqued
the interest of Vila & Son’s Human Resource learning experience.”
Director Yordy Rivero. “We want to focus on
Behind the scenes
training new employees and ultimately finding
Whereas the students were in the spotlight,
a position that matches their skill sets,” she
the SCD organizers and supporters kept a lower
explains. “We’re looking for people who want
to grow and learn, who are passionate about the profile, enjoying the moment. “Just look at the
green industry, and who bring along new ideas students with their passion and optimism,”
beams STIHL’s Promotional Communications
with them.”
Manager Roger Phelps, Landscape Industry
Certified Manager. “This is the future of the
Testing skills
The students competed in 28 events on green industry.” In addition to being the event’s
Saturday, and many spent Friday in briefing Platinum Sponsor, STIHL also sponsored
two competitive events, Wood Construction
sessions and pouring over last-minute details
and notes, in addition to interviewing for jobs. and Small Engine Repair, and brought in two
teams from the National FFA competition to
Senior Mark Mobley, one of 16 students from
BYU-Idaho, was competing in the Tractor experience SCD.
Adds Phelps, “Landscaping is huge! This is not
and Loader Operation, Paver Installation, and
an insignificant industry, and we need to remind
Wood Construction events. On Friday, he talked
schools, including colleges and high schools,
with representatives from Arizona-based AAA
Landscape, Texas-based Lambert Landscape about the many career opportunities here.”
Among the other SCD major sponsors
Company, and New Mexico-based Heads Up
were Gold Sponsor John Deere; Silver
Landscape Contractors. “I think they would
Sponsors Caterpillar, Gravely, and New
all be great places to work,” he remarks, “but I
Holland Construction; and Bronze Sponsors
think my strengths mesh best with what Head’s
BRICKMAN and Husqvarna. There were a
Up is looking for.”
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wealth of other participants, as well, including
Ewing and Hunter who sponsored the PLANET
Career Development Series of workshops, the
SCD tour, and a presentation by green industry
consultant Judy Guido, who was also the SCD
keynote speaker.
In her keynote address, Guido encouraged
students to spend less time finding themselves
and more time creating themselves by developing
a personal brand. “Personal branding is for all
of us,” she told students. “We market ourselves
every day, and how we do this, how we keep
the promises we make to our community of
stakeholders, and who we are and what we do
comprises our brand.”
Guido explained to students that everyone
experiences their brand, and that everything
they do at home and at this year’s SCD has
an impact on that brand. The message was
particularly relevant to these students, many of
whom were about to meet leaders of the green
industry for the first time.
Also working diligently behind the scenes
was Joliet Junior College horticulture professor
Lisa Perkins who, along with her staff and
many volunteers, was ensuring a very successful
event. As she points out, the college has been
participating in SCD for 18 years, and this was
the first time it hosted the event. “Holding SCD
here is good for the college and creates awareness
within our local community,” she relates,
adding that the results far outweighed the years
of preparation and challenges associated with
holding an event of this magnitude.
Her comments were especially pertinent to
professors Gregg Davis and Cathie Lavis who
are heading up the Kansas State team to host
the 2012 SCD. “We started preparations three
years ago,” relates Davis. “We’ve visited previous
SCD sites and have held several meetings
with the PLANET staff. In fact, last summer,
PLANET staff members visited our campus,
scoped out square footage requirements for the
Career Fair and competition, and even visited
with area hotels and members of the Chamber
of Commerce.”
Since then, there have been weekly Friday
conference calls to continue to work out the
details. When asked what it takes to make this
event a true success, he says simply “teamwork,”
and that’s something with which the student
competitors, industry members, and SCD
sponsors and volunteer can easily identify.
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I didn’t realize wasting water
was a crime. Now my customers
shop at Ewing.
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Last November,
Terracare Associates Vice
President Bill Horn replaced
“non-meaningful” turfgrass
on his front yard with
edible/ornamental plants.

Sustainability
begins T
at home

wo PLANET members from opposite
corners of the country have put
a personal twist on sustainability.
Jeff Bowen, Landscape Industry Certified
Manager, owner of Images of Green in Stuart,
Florida, recently started an orchard on his
property. Last fall, Bill Horn, Landscape
Industry Certified Manager & Technician, vice
president of Terracare Associates in Martinez,
California, turned his front yard into an edible
landscape. Both landscape professionals are
also promoting edible landscapes as part of
sustainable solution for their customers.

operate a small farmer’s market here.”
In some ways, the Images of Green
experiment is a testing ground for customer
properties. Already, Bowen maintains vegetable
and herb garden for two residential customers.
“The challenge we have in this part of Florida
for growing edible gardens is the soil,” he relates.
“For our two ‘edible garden’ customers, we’ve
planted the vegetables in decorative pots, which
helps the gardens to be aesthetically appealing
as well as tasty and nutritious.” Tomatoes,
beans, cucumbers, parsley, sage, thyme, and
rosemary are just a few of the pots’ inhabitants.

Sustainable market

“I just want to
make the planet a
better place to live.”
— Bill Horn

Bowen’s one-acre orchard took root
last summer when he came up with the idea
of introducing a sustainable market for his
employees. Located on the company’s five-acre
parcel, the new orchard includes a variety of
seven-gallon fruit trees. “We’ve added drip
irrigation to the orchard and plan to actually
harvest fruit within three to seven years,” Bowen
relates. “Right now, our plan is to offer the fruit
to our employees, but if the yield is adequate as
the orchard matures, we may decide to actually
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Lead by example
Horn uses the word “decorative” to
describe his front yard, 90 percent of which
now contains edible/ornamental plants. “I
include the word ‘ornamental’ because the 50
or so varieties of vegetables, herbs, berries, and

Images of Green owner Jeffery Bowen maintains
a vegetable and herb garden for two clients and
recently installed an orchard on his property.
other fruit-baring plants are very colorful,” he
explains. Even the four-foot strip of tomatoes
that replaced turfgrass next to his sidewalk will
add color and interest to his landscape.
“I want my neighbors to see what I’m
doing and to even pick the tomatoes,” says
Horn, who last November switched out what
he calls ‘non-meaningful’ turfgrass for his
new garden and the re-creation of one of his
favorite walking trails. He brought in 40 yards
of compost, moss rocks, and broken pieces of
oak trees to fashion his natural setting and to
set an example for neighbors and clients alike
who would like a sustainable alternative.
Horn says he doesn’t dislike turfgrass,
especially since his company does a lot of
mowing and, as he points out, turfgrass in the
right application offers many recreational and
ecological benefits. It’s the large expanses of
turfgrass that needlessly suck up huge amounts of

water, fertilizer, and fossil fuels for maintenance
requirements that are his pet peeves.
“I just want to make the planet a better
place to live,” Horn adds. “I’m doing my small
part at home, and when I get the opportunity,
I talk to clients about alternative landscapes,
as well. One such client, a well-known national
corporation, recently signed a contract with
Terracare Associates to design, construct, and
maintain a 10,000–15,000 square foot vegetable
garden. When completed, the garden will not
only be in full view of diners at the company
cafeteria, but its harvest also will be on
the menu.
Horn admits the company may not
generate as much revenue maintaining
a vegetable garden as it would mowing
the same property 46 times a year. But,
his company is saving the client money and
giving it an opportunity to pay more than

lip service to sustainability. “This is very rich
soil, well-suited to agriculture before it was
caught up in the development of sprawling
communities,” Horn relates. “We’re offering an
opportunity to return some of that same soil to
productivity, while reducing client reliance on
water, chemicals, and fossil fuels, among other
costs associated with maintaining turf.
“Every day, when I open my paper, I
see references to sustainable practices. As a
company, we want to be on the forefront of this
movement, and as an individual, I want to do
what’s right for the planet.” For both Horn and
Bowen, there’s no better place to start than right
at home.

Where can you get all the green industry
resources you need in one convenient place?
Don’t spend another hour scouring the Web when we’ve done the
work for you! Just search PLANETUniverse.org for what you’re
looking for — and if it’s not there, let us know and we’ll get it!
PLANET Universe’s top viewed resources:
• Base pricing sheet
• Landscape Industry
Training and Prep Course

PLANET Universe Sponsor:

• EPA Registration Process Outline
• Business in a Box – Webinar on Finance
• Client Mulch Spreadsheet

PLANETUniverse.org
PLANET members have unlimited access when they log in with their unique credentials (same as PLANET Member Center at LandcareNetwork.org). If you have forgotten your
username and password or have other questions, please contact PLANET at (800) 395-2522. PLANET Universe was launched in October 2010 and its success relies on contributions
from the entire green industry. If you would like to submit your educational material or if you a have suggestions, please contact JoanHaller@landcarenetwork.org.
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PLANET Student Career Days Hosts Next
Generation of Green Industry Leaders
Students Compete in STIHL Sponsored Events at 35th Annual PLANET Student Career Days
More than 870 students from 60 colleges converged
upon Joliet Junior College in Joliet, Ill., for the 35th
annual Professional Landcare Network (PLANET) Student
Career Days, which took place March 16-20. PLANET
Student Career Days is an annual three-day competition,
networking and career development event for students
enrolled in green industry programs at two- and four-year
colleges and universities from across the country. Over
100 green industry companies supported the event; and
STIHL Inc., manufacturer of the number one selling brand
of handheld outdoor power equipment in America*, again
supported the event as the platinum sponsor and organizer
of two competitions.

Sponsoring the Future of the Industry
“We at STIHL are excited to be a part of such an

important event as PLANET Student Career Days,” said
Roger Phelps, promotional communications manager for
STIHL Inc. “These students are the future of the green
industry, and their passion and determination continues to
inspire us year after year.”
This year’s top honors, along with a $5,000 check from
STIHL, went to Brigham Young University-Provo.
“We are deeply grateful for all that STIHL does in
supporting PLANET Student Career Days,” said Phil Allen
of Brigham Young University-Provo. “We continue to place
our graduates in excellent positions with top green industry
companies, and owe much of this success to the great
educational and networking opportunities that are available
through attending Career Days. Competitions help prepare
students for the real world by motivating them to do their
best and learn from successes as well as failures.”

College students from all over the country compete in the STIHL sponsored Small Engine Repair event managed by Eddie Anderson
of STIHL Inc.

www.stihlusa.com

The Competition

FFA Students Experience PLANET

In addition to being the lead sponsor of the event,
STIHL also was the lead organizer and sponsor of two
competitions: Wood Construction and Small Engine Repair.
Donnie Hill of DL Hardscapes planned and managed the
Wood Construction event, and Eddie Anderson, technical
training supervisor from STIHL Inc., developed the Small
Engine Repair event. More than 40 schools were involved
in the engine repair event, where a written placement exam
determined the top 10 contestants who then went on to a
timed practical application event in real-world conditions.
In the months leading up to the event, participants trained
with materials provided by STIHL Inc. and also with regional
STIHL technicians or local STIHL dealers. Trenton Spratling
of Brigham Young University-Provo won the event with an
overall score of 98.8.

As a way to further encourage students involved in the
study of landscaping and horticulture, STIHL Inc., which
also sponsors the National FFA nursery and landscaping
competition, provided funds for the top two national
FFA teams (Southern Alamance FFA from North Carolina
and Washington County FFA from Kansas) to travel to
PLANET Student Career Days and compete in four college
level events. The experience introduces the high school
students to college programs from around the country, and
they meet prospective employers at the Student Career
Days Career Fair.
For more information on the events and a full
list of PLANET Student Career Days winners, visit
www.studentcareerdays.org/about/results.cfm.

STIHL also was a co-sponsor in several other competitions
including:
• Annual & Perennial Identification
• Business Management
• Landscape Maintenance Operation
• Landscape Plant Installation
• Paver/Hardscape Installation
• Plant Problem Diagnosis
• Woody Plant Identification

Get ready for PLANET Student Career Days 2012!
March 22-25, 2012
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS
*”Number one selling brand” is based on syndicated Irwin Broh Research
(commercial landscapers) as well as independent consumer research of
2010 U.S. sales and market share data for the gasoline-powered handheld
outdoor power equipment category combined sales to consumers and
commercial landscapers.

(L) Mary DiCarlo of the Tree Research and Education Endowment (TREE) Fund talks with students at the STIHL Career Fair Lounge.
(R) Students from Michigan State compete in the STIHL sponsored Wood Construction event.

C o n s u lta n t C o r n e r

Making Money the

Old-Fashioned Way

(in the New Normal)

C

ustomer’s today are much tighter with
their money, so we must be also. To do
this, we must address the customer’s
cost realities as well as our own — at the same
time. This is critical for making money in what
promises to be a year in which inflation eats away
at customer purchasing power and at our profits.
How do we accomplish this on the customer
side of the equation? First, we must be price
competitive; second, we must sell risk against price;
and third, we must approach sales as a business.
This is all because the customer wants to get as
much as possible while paying as little as possible.
On our side of the equation, we must first be
more efficient in managing field labor hours;
second, we must be more effective in deploying
overhead staff; and third, we must focus on
dollars instead of percentages when budgeting.
The key for us is getting more revenue for every
dollar we expend.
Let’s start with a budget (see Table 1 below)
that provides the key numbers and ratios
essential to executing the strategy outlined
above. The first three columns identify the
specifics and the respective calculations. The

next two columns outline the new realities in
revenue, margins, and pricing. The last three
columns demonstrate and contrast the old way
with the new.

Customer Perspective:
4 Price Competitive: Three

factors drive
your price: average wages paid to crew members
(line I), total overhead dollars (Line F), and
total hours sold — billable hours (Line L).
A competitive price (lower price) requires
more hours be billed and sold for a fixed level
of overhead. Table 1 shows that despite an
increase in the average wage rate, we are able
to reduce the breakeven price of labor (Line N)
because we have more hours to sell because of
a higher billable percentage. That’s the good
news. The bad news is selling at lower hourly
rates will reduce gross profit margins. I know
you charged these prices years ago and have
worked hard to raise them, but those days are
over save for the few landscape companies that
have a captive and wealthy clientele.
4 Risk Versus Price: Unless you intend to be
the guy with the lowest price in the market —

Table 1
Item

Calculation

New Way

Old Way

Change %

$1,113,636

$882,353

26%

A

Revenue

B

Labor

$298,636

27%

$198,253

22%

C

Material

$325,000

29%

$234,100

27%

D

Job Cost

B+C

$623,636

56%

$432,353

49%

E

Gross Profit

A-D

$490,000

44%

$450,000

51%

14%
11%

F

Overhead

$390,000

35%

$350,000

37%

G

Net Profit

E-F

$100,000

9%

$100,000

11%

H

Overhead Leverage

A/F

2.86

2.52

I

Hourly Average Wage

$14.00

$13.00

J

Payroll Hours

21,331

15,250

40%

K

Billable Rate

90%

83%

8%

L

Sold Hours

52%

B/I
J*K

19,198

12,658

M Overhead Per Labor Hour

F/L

$22.97

$29.51

N

I+M

$36.97

$42.51
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13%

13%

Kevin Kehoe
Kevin@3PGConsulting.com

and there can only be one —you must persuade
the customer to pay a higher price. The entire
purpose of the sales force is to sell a value
differential. My observations suggest that this
differential is about 8–10 percent higher than the
lowest price. In other words, if I am 15 percent
higher than the lowest price, I will have a hard
time selling enough work to cover overhead.
When we sell this 10 percent differential and
combine it with our 13 percent lower breakeven
price (Line N), we are 26 percent cheaper than
we once were. The key to selling the differential
is to change the conversation from price to risk.
So, when the customer talks price, you talk risk.
The truth is most customers never price
in risk (of failure, non-performance, shoddy
service, poor craftsmanship). They don’t have
enough information to be able to do this. You,
the salesman, must provide the information and
put a price tag on it for the customer.
4 Sales as a Business: Today’s customer is a
true value buyer, not a pure price buyer. This
means, the sales transaction must be driven
more by logic than emotion. The customer
wants proof, and this requires a selling process
where speed, follow-up, and expertise rule.
We must present ourselves as the expert. (You
could do that, but you won’t be happy, sir. Too
often, saving dollars on materials and fit/finish
craftsmanship will cost you 25–50 percent
more down the road.) We must also minimize
wasted time. This means setting the agenda up
front. (I know you are busy and this decision is
important, so, before I leave here today, I’d like
to conclude whether there is a good fit between
your needs and our service. If there is not, I am
certain that you don’t want me wasting your
time with two weeks of follow-up calls.) A sales
organization is focused on getting a decision.
Both “yes” and “no” are decisions. If you get
“no,” move on quickly so you don’t waste your
time. If the customer is not in love with you
right at the beginning, beware of falling in love
with them. That is the road to disappointment.
Selling is a business.

Our Perspective:
4 Managing Field Hours: Table 1 shows the
power of managing field hours. Specifically,
I am referring to selling more of your payroll
hours. Increasing sold hours (Line K) from 83
to 90 percent (which is very possible) increases
breakeven revenues by $241,783 (19,198 hrs. –
12,658 hrs. X $36.97). Two tactics are essential
to achieving this result. The first is scheduling.
You are better off selling out a full schedule
(even at lower prices) early in the season than
you will be doing so later in the year. The reason
is a lost day on the schedule for a four-man crew
based on a 10-hour day is worth $1,478.80 in
breakeven revenues. You are better off selling
that day even as low as 38 percent if that’s
what it takes to close the sale, than you are not
selling it at a more desirable 45 percent margin.
A crowded schedule motivates staff (plenty of
work) and the customer (get a spot on your
schedule). The second tactic is assigning as
much non-billable work to overhead staff (i.e.,
loading, moving, locating, picking up materials,
and yard work) as possible. In this way, more
hours get sold to, and paid for by, the customer.

4

Overhead Staff Deployment: The key ratio
for establishing a sales goal budget is the Overhead
Leverage Ratio (Line H). As gross margins
decline, this ratio must go up. For maintenance
companies, this ratio should be north of 2.75
and for design/install companies north of 3.25.
Once you budget overhead spending, multiply
that expense number by the overhead leverage
number. This is what your revenue goal should
be. The key to increasing this ratio is division of
labor in sales, operations, and administration.
The simple rule is people should be accountable
for one primary function 80 percent of the
time and accountable for the results they must
produce. Salespeople must produce sales, and
operations people must manage the hours. It is
always a mistake to have (almost) anyone but
the owner multitasking. Even then, something
always is performed less than effectively.
4 Dollars Versus Percentages: It’s dollars we
want and percentages we wish for, and until
this economy changes (and it won’t get much
better this year), we must focus on CASH. This
means, we will and must make money at gross
margins that three years ago were deemed “not

worth doing the work.” Turning dollars is the
new game from a financial perspective. Driving
revenue is the new operational imperative. For
years, we have been focused on operations. The
old operations models are based on a stable
environment with predictable sales. This doesn’t
mean we toss out all we’ve learned in operations.
We can apply those lessons and make money at
lower prices. Your organization must be focused
on generating dollars through revenue, and then
managing quality and hours to deliver just what
the customer is paying, not what you think the
customer should buy.
Making money the old fashioned way
means watching every dollar — yours and the
customers. It requires you — the owner — to
focus your efforts on selling and doing so in a
way that you provide the customer with a price
and contract with full awareness of risk. It also
demands that you keep it simple and sell more
hours, wasting fewer in tasks that generate no
revenue; get more out of your best people by
putting them in charge of one area, knowing
they are fully accountable; and reward them
based on results.

Celebrate the imagination, knowledge, skill, and care you put
into creating and maintaining your clients’ environments.
Submit your entries to PLANET’s Environmental Improvement Awards Program — a rewards program for
independent landscape, interior plantscape, and lawn care professionals who execute superior projects.

EARLY BIRD
DEADLINE

WHY APPLY?
By showcasing your award-winning projects you …
• Gain industry recognition
• Energize and motivate your employees
• Set yourself apart from your competition
• Increase your company’s bottom line
PLANET strives to increase public awareness of environmental improvement
through contracted services and encourages the consistent use of quality
materials and excellent workmanship.
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For complete information, please visit
LandcareNetwork.org/Awards/Environmental.
Membership in PLANET is required.

SOME MEMBERS HAVE SAID…
“The award promotes a positive energy throughout
the company that is then carried into the community
and through our work. It gives all who participated a
sense of pride in their individual professions.”

July 1, 2011

(save 22% off

entry fee)

REGULAR DEAD

LINE

August 5, 2011

“Sense of pride in having great work recognized in the industry; customers
are thrilled to have an award winning property.”

LandcareNetwork.org
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David Snodgrass
Dennis’ 7 Dees Landscaping
Portland, Oregon

“400 acres. 12 professionals. 1 brand.”
“The best way to attack a 400-acre horse ranch is with the horsepower
I can only get from STIHL equipment,” says David Snodgrass. One of
the largest landscaping companies in Portland, Dennis’ 7 Dees is an
extension of the family business started 55 years ago. But these days,
just getting the job done isn’t enough – it’s getting the job done cost
efficiently that really helps the business grow.

STL_7Ds_PlanetAdv.indd 1

David adds, “Using STIHL means less training and downtime for my
crew, and more time on the job. My dealer provides great service when
I need it.” One brand – it’s smart on the ranch and on the bottom line.
To find a dealer visit: STIHLusa.com
or text your Zip Code to STIHL (78445)
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